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TEXT

EXECUTIVE MBA

"An Executive MBA from
the Berlin School gives creatives
a new set of tools to lead and
succeed in any environment.
Suddenly you have more energy
and confidence walking into
challenging situations."
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Learn to Lead with
Agility and Conviction
We are not just another business
school and our Executive MBA
is not just another degree.

Sam Bergen
Executive Creative Director,
VICE Media

“By challenging
convention, the Berlin
School has set out to
educate and inspire
a new breed of thinkers
and leaders in creative
enterprises.”

In a world in which creativity, innovation,
and creative leadership have b
ecome
buzzwords of the new normal, quick fixes
for self-improvement and organizational
change based on superficial notions of
creativity or leadership can be tempting.
But true leadership change requires us to
move outside the comfort zone of routine
and easy accessibility.
At the heart of the Berlin School is our
Global EMBA in Creative Leadership.

Michael Conrad
President, Berlin School
of Creative Leadership

This highly-focused program was originated by renowned industry leaders
to address the shifting needs and challenges within their fields. Combining
cutting-edge knowledge with historical
lessons from longstanding creative industries, we offer proven approaches
to learning that nurture the vital compo-

nents of individual, business, and social
work of leadership and creativity. We
enable our participants to develop an
authentic and groundbreaking leadership skillset, that is both steadfast and
agile in its mission to generate value
and revenue in the face of evermore
complex technologies and markets.
The Berlin School Global MBA dives into
the complex and long-term development
of effective, fulfilling, and meaningful
leadership. Our participants learn how
to tackle business challenges, discover
and exploit opportunities, and enhance
the creative practice of leadership that
can shape their careers, their businesses, and their industries.
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EXECUTIVE MBA

EXECUTIVE MBA
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The Part-Time Global
EMBA Program Tailored to
the Creative Industries
Why wait to take
your career
to the next level?
Apply now.

We were the first business school that
innovated the classic Executive MBA to
be relevant and effective for creative
industries.
The global Executive MBA in Creative
Leadership is a Master’s degree for
professionals in the areas of business
and industry where creativity sets the
standard. The program is designed for
those with significant professional experience looking to develop further as
leaders and create positive, impactful,
and lasting change in their fields.
With a commitment to fostering creativity in business, our unique output-focused
and goal-oriented curriculum was originally developed by renowned industry
leaders and international academics
to address the shifting needs and challenges faced within the dynamic realm
of creative businesses: advertising, design, entertainment, journalism, m
 edia,
marketing, and more – any sector
where innovation is critical to pursuing
purpose and achieving success
A dynamic learning environment
The program combines the full range of
academic courses and skills offerings
that can be expected from an elite g
 lobal
Executive MBA program as well as customized sessions that aim to advance
business creativity. Our evolving curriculum is taught in a dynamic mixture of
exclusive seminars and masterclasses;
a vibrant community of creative leaders
in one classroom. Each participant also
composes an original thesis, which aims
to provoke, refresh, and challenge the
status quo in today's creative industries.
Long-term focus with immediate
impact
Degree candidates work together with
international faculty members, ground-

breaking industry figures, and a classroom of talented creative business
minds and entrepreneurs to experience
a truly unique and diverse learning
experience. Throughout the program,

they develop the capacities to see,
think, and act more effectively across
diverse, and often conflicting, contexts
and situations. With immediate impact,
they can begin to make decisions on
the next steps in their own development
and the transformation of their businesses, while receiving steady feedback
and support throughout.
Designed to fit around your
career
Our unique Executive MBA program is
part-time and flexible – designed to fit
your schedule rather than the other way
around. As part of a truly global learning experience, residential modules are
situated across five international hubs
from Shanghai to Silicon Valley. As
technologies and markets evolve, so too
must our approach to harnessing talent and generating value. Explore the
evolving complexities of each market
and dive into the emerging approaches
to service, innovation, strategy, talent
leadership, and more.
Globally recognized MBA
qualification
Our graduates are awarded the Master
of Business Administration (MBA) in
Creative Leadership conferred by Steinbeis University Berlin, the largest private university in Germany, renowned
for technology and innovation. The
MBA is accredited by the Foundation
for International Business Administration Accreditation (FIBAA), who are
internationally recognized for accred
iting degree programs in the fields of
management studies, economics, law,
and social sciences.

A classroom of creative
excellence
To join the Berlin School community
is to enter a network of knowledge,
boldness and creative excellence. Our
participants come to us from all over
the world and with diverse experience
and backgrounds. But they are brought
together by a common commitment to
make transformational steps in their
careers by developing impactful leadership skills with the power to shape organizations and industries, and to nurture
creative growth in others.
When they leave us, our graduates are
equipped with a renewed vision, skill-set,
and agility to confront, navigate, and
shape the future of creative business.

“The content of the Executive MBA program is
immensely rich, combining practical tools and innovative
thinking that challenges and inspires. This is a truly
global Executive MBA program. From the distinguished
faculty to the prominent guest speakers and participants
from around the world, one could not hope for a more
diverse group.”

Jesse Wong
Director, JWorks
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CREATIVE BUSINESS LEADERSHIP

CREATIVE BUSINESS LEADERSHIP

Creative Business
Leadership: An Ongoing
and Evolving Relationship
A framework of evolution for
your team, your business, and
your industry.
Creative Business Leadership draws
together core tenets of business administration and creative entrepreneurship,
as well as humanistic and ethical leadership. When our participants graduate, they are empowered to motivate
people. They are ready to design and
transform teams, projects, and enterprises for better and more sustainable
performance.
At its core, Creative Business Leadership approaches leadership as an ongoing and evolving relationship. Those
in leadership roles must learn to know
themselves more deeply and act more

thoughtfully. However, they do this
through interactions and by cultivating
others’ engagement and growth. In
turn, those relationships become the
basis for building teams, projects, and
organizations that foster innovation,
enable learning, and deliver growing
value. In the wider contexts of markets,
communities, and networks this dynamic
process offers further opportunities to
co-create value and deliver impact at
scale. At the macro level, Creative Business Leadership addresses mega trends
that include hyper-connectedness, data
and digital technologies, globalization,
ecology, and humanity.

Creative Business
Leadership Model
Leadership is an
ongoing relationship between the
individual and
creative minds.

Through the Creative Business Leadership Model, participants cultivate
dif

ferent ways of seeing, interpreting,
and acting in the digitally networked
world. Rather than simply accumulating
existing skills and knowledge, creative
leaders develop as continually creative
learners (and un-learners of old habits).

They adopt the skills and mindset to catalyze business creativity across multiple
situations and amidst often competing
objectives, demands, and contexts.

Creative Business Leadership Model
Ecology

Communities

Data & Digital

Hyper

Technologies

Markets

“Love what you
do, stay current
and persevere.”

Globalization

connectedness

Processes,
Projects,
Systems

Self

Other
Persons

Teams, Ventures,
Enterprises

Humanity

Networks

Mega Trends
Keith Reinhard
Chairman Emeritus, DDB Worldwide
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KEY ASPECTS

KEY ASPECTS

The Universe of our Global EMBA
Where talented creative business
experts break the boundaries of
personal and professional potential.

Hub of Academic Faculty
and Industry Experts
Our global team of renowned educators, creators,
and thought-leaders share a diverse amalgam of
academic and industry expertise and experience.
Together, they nurture and empower participants to
put proven business and creative theories, knowledge, and skills into ethical action in their work
and lives, as well as to commit themselves to continual learning and growth.
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“The cross-cultural nature of
the Berlin School program and
participants from so many
different countries provides a
real world global perspective –
a living laboratory.”

Mark Rittenberg
Professor, Haas
School of Business

Evolving Curriculum
As technologies and businesses evolve, so too does
our Global EMBA Program. Our curriculum is a
product of consistent review and updating of academic courses and skill sessions, in response to the
rapid changes in global technologies, workplaces,
creative collaborations, and markets, as well as the
rich exchanges of knowledge, feedback, and practice within our institution.

“The Executive MBA
opened up the world. It gave
me an international network
and leadership structure
which made it possible to
package and scale my talent.
And it trained me for a new
level of pressure.”

Rikke Grundtvig
CMO, Dentsu Aegis Network

Flexible, Modular Structure –
Tailored to your Career

Global Classroom
A Community of Creative
Business Leaders
Drawing together talented, game-changing experts
from creative industries around the world, our participants enter an enriched and diverse learning
and networking experience by joining the connected global community of Berlin Schoolers.

Hailing from over 60 countries, the diverse group
of mid- and senior-level creative business professionals, innovators, and entrepreneurs in our
global EMBA classroom immerse themselves in
cross-cultural and cross-boundary learning through
two-week residencies across Europe, Asia, and the
US. Each participant begins with an intensive twoweek ‘Start Module’ in Berlin, in either March or
September.

Because our Global EMBA Program is aimed at
those who are already in a leadership position or
designated for one, it’s designed to fit your schedule rather than the other way around. The modular
structure is flexible, tailored to fit around full-time
employment, so you can continue working and
complete your degree at your own pace.
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FLEXIBLE MODULAR STRUCTURE

CURRICULUM & LEARNING
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Unique Curriculum
Developed by Leading Experts
Each module
tackles a unique
tenet of creative
leadership.

The Berlin School Executive MBA curriculum was developed by industry
thought-leaders to teach creative minds
to lead with agility and conviction. We
prepare our graduates to succeed in a
world filled with challenges by making

a commitment to continuous and lifelong learning, as well as personal and
professional growth.

Start Module
Berlin
March / September

Berlin
January
-

Corporate Planning
Leading Clients
Applied Economics
Personal Leadership
and Learning

- Introduction to Creative
Business Leadership
- Business Strategy
- Valuation and Finance
- Applied Accounting

Asia
May
- Cross-Cultural Leadership
- Strategic Management
and Innovation in China
- Value Co-Creation and
Multisided Platforms
- Creative Industries and
Economies

Flexible Modular Structure –
Designed to Fit Your Career
Five residential
modules completed
at your own pace
and sequence.

Our part-time Executive MBA is aimed
at those who are already in a leadership position or designated for one.
The modular structure is designed to fit
your schedule rather than the other way
around, so you can keep your job and
complete all five global modules at your
own pace, in the order that suits.
Situated across five global hubs from
Shanghai to Silicon Valley, the inter-

linked modules are designed as a cohesive journey into the world of creative
leadership, from the foundations of
creative business strategy to the factors
and trends effecting today’s diversifying
industries.
Applications to the program are accepted on a rolling basis, with Start Modules
taking place every March and September in Berlin.

USA
November

Berlin
July

- Negotiation and
Conflict Resolution
- Agile Leadership
- Entrepreneurial Finance
- Leaders on Stage

- Uncertainty and
Decision-Making
- Strategic Talent Management
- Computational Creativity
- Leadership Communications
and Behavioral Agility
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THESIS

FACULTY, EXPERTS & SPEAKERS

Industry-Shaping
Thesis Production

A Network of Knowledge
The most profound learning happens when dedicated experts spark your curiosity,
challenge your perceptions, and support your personal development. Our award-winning team of experts is made up of committed researchers, lifelong educators, and
industry thought-leaders.

In researching and writing a thesis, each of our participants is encouraged to produce work that not only provokes, refreshes, and challenges the way we approach
and execute creative business leadership today, but also actively seeks to reshape
their organizations, industries, and societies. Many theses have contributed to the
reinvention of business practices, advanced research debates, or been the basis of
published books.

Academic Faculty
Sara Beckman UC Berkeley-Haas
Seth Freeman NYU-Stern and Columbia Business School
Yoshinori Fujikawa Hitotsubashi University ICS
Olivier Tabatoni IAE Aix-en-Provence School of Management
Paul Verdin Solvay Business School, ULB

“Our passion is to help individuals under
stand and grow in their own creative
leadership journeys, so they can unleash
world-changing potential in themselves, and
in other creative people and businesses.”

Thesis Topics
'Ménage a Trois – A spicy recipe for
non tasty brands.'
Luciana Olivares Cortes, Class 06
Strategy and Content Director, Latina (Peru)
Watch the Video here.

'Prototyping Innovation – Integrate
and accelerate change management'
Axel Quack, Class 07
Strategy Director, frog (Germany)
Watch the Video here.

David Slocum
Faculty Director, Berlin School
of Creative Leadership

'When Rational Analysis Doesn’t
Apply – Finding a path to continuous
improvement in the uncertainty of
hits-driven business'
Gord Dimitrieff, Class 14
President & Founder, Aporia (Canada)

Industry Experts
Jean Lin CEO, Isobar Global
David Droga Creative Chairman & Founder, Droga5

'Unpicking the Extravert Ideal in “Adland“ –
Does a cult of charisma and collaboration
impede the value creation potential of introverts in the UK’s creative industries?'

Bob Greenberg Founder, Chairman & CEO, R / GA
Bob Pittman Chairman & CEO, iHeartMedia
Bill Roedy Former Chairman & CEO, MTV Networks International

Lorna Hawtin, Class 09
Disruption Director, TBWA (UK)

'Examining the impact of organisational
purpose and the role of creative
leadership in realizing its potential'

“The biggest challenge is convincing
people that innovation, iteration and
risk are far more attractive and valuable
than what is known, proven and ‘safe’.”
Dana Anderson
Chief Marketing Officer, MediaLink

Watch the Video here.

Alumni Speakers

Barry Mowszowski, Class 13
Strategy Director & Entrepreneur (Australia)

Fran Luckin CCO, Grey Africa

Watch the Video here.

Julian Kramer Digital Brand Accelerator Lead EMEA, Google
Warren Marenco Chase VP & COO In-House Agency, Verizon
Sera Miller CEO & CSO, Material_GROUP
Yukio Nakayama Creative Advisor, Dentsu

“The thesis is a chance to answer one
of the big questions. Students dedicate themselves, over a long time-span, to a project
which examines, in depth, an idea that
might just change the world.”
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Shamus Khan
Professor, Columbia University
Thesis Advisor, Berlin School of
Creative Leadership

“The Berlin School gave me a global
perspective on management that's only
possible when you're actively collabo
rating with a truly diverse set of talents
from around the world.”
Saneel Radia
SVP, Business Transformation,
R/GA

These are just a few of our Academic Faculty, Industry Experts and Alumni Speakers.
Visit www.berlin-school.com/meet-people for more.
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PARTICIPANTS

FAQ

Meet Our Participants
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Your Questions, Answered

Our participants don’t come from a specific mold. They are a unique global group
coming from 60+ countries and representing numerous facets of the creative industries.

"Who is eligible
to apply?"

Region
8%

18%

10%
Eastern Europe
Western Europe

24%

North America

Asia / Pacific
Middle East /
Africa

31%

Latin America

Apply here.

9%

Industry

O

r
the

Tuition and fees add up to €53,000. This does not include travel and accommodation. In addition, there are of course small incidental expenses, such as translation
of your university transcripts for matriculation (if they aren't already in English or
German). All candidates are required to pay a non-refundable enrolment fee of
€8,000 to reserve a place in our program.

"Are scholarships
or other kinds
of financial aid
available?"

We offer a limited number of partial-tuition scholarships for each intake. If you’d like
to see what scholarships are currently available, please visit this page. While we do
not offer need-based financial aid, participants can choose from a range of payment
plans that allow them or their companies to spread the cost over several years. If you
are admitted to our program, we will work towards crafting an individual payment
plan with you.
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"What is the
total cost?"
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19%

11%

61%

13%
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12%
15%
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Male

The program is designed to be flexible, allowing you to complete each module
and final thesis at your own pace. Most participants complete the program over an
average of 36 months. After completing the Start Module (in March or September),
you are free to complete the remaining four modules in a way that fits around your
career and other ambitions. 98% of our participants keep their jobs throughout.

A

30%
39%

Female

"What is the
program length?"
dv

Gender

Our part-time global Executive MBA in Creative Leadership is designed for executives in industries where creativity sets the standards. In addition to satisfying academic requirements, candidates must have a minimum of five years of professional
experience in their industry and demonstrate their potential as leaders. The program
is tailored to applicants who are already in leadership position or designated for
one. The program is also open to entrepreneurs interested in enhancing their leadership skills. The program is not limited to those working in ‘traditional’ creative
industries – rather to professionals who desire to become better leaders and drive
their companies forward with more creative communication strategies, products or
services. Recent classes have included advertisers, journalists, editors, TV producers, brand managers, consultants, and yoga instructors.
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Position

30%
20%

Ma

nager / Head of D
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13%

12%

EC

/C

D

Under 30

30-34

35-39

40-44

45-49

Data sourced from current participant numbers.

50 & over
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cy / Owner

9%

5%
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Agen

14%
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/

/
EO

22%

21%

t
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/C

29%

F oun

er
Oth

er
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Age

www.berlin-school.com/financing-your-executive-mba

12%
13%

CD

MD

If you’d like to know more about the application process, please contact Head of
Admissions, Gerardo Tejo at g.tejo@berlin-school.com.

BERLIN SCHOOL OF
CREATIVE LEADERSHIP
FOUNDATION
Gotzkowskystr. 20/21
10555 Berlin
To find out more, visit
www.berlin-school.com

Facebook
Twitter
Linkedin
Instagram

About the Berlin School
The Berlin School of Creative Leadership is the world’s
first educational institute and think-tank dedicated
solely to creative leadership for industries including
media, advertising, marketing, design, journalism,
digital, and gaming. Its part-time global Executive
MBA program in Creative Leadership, operated by a

non-profit foundation, is the heart of a vibrant global
community of senior creative industry executives from
over 60 countries. Based in Berlin, the school’s mission is to develop creative leaders from around the
world whose innovative ideas can refresh, renew, and
transform their industries.

